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Cathaoirleach’s Foreword 

  

The Committee has viewed with alarm the invasion of Ukraine by Russia, an event 

with significant implications for the EU across a wide range of sectors, not least 

humanitarian issues, EU enlargement, commodity security, and the EU’s place in the 

world. On foot of this invasion, the Committee has endeavoured to examine the 

impacts of the war on the EU, and on the EU member states and Eastern 

Neighbourhood states most affected by the war. 

In this regard, the Committee agreed to send a cross-party delegation to Moldova 

and Romania on a fact-finding mission, two states with significant land borders with 

Ukraine that have been at the forefront of the humanitarian response to the invasion. 

Romania is at the forefront of the EU efforts in response to the crisis, and Moldova’s 

perspective as a European country has been brought into focus by the crisis. The 

delegation was encouraged by the response to the invasion in these countries, 

particularly by the generosity and professionalism displayed with regard to the 

humanitarian response to the crisis. 

This report summarises the engagements undertaken by the delegation on the visit, 

including visits to border crossings and refugee facilities in Moldova and Ukraine, as 

well as high level meetings with officials and representatives of local and national 

authorities and NGOs with responsibility for managing the response to the invasion. 

The report also presents a number of conclusions arising from the lessons learned 

from the visit. These conclusions address themes including the support and solidarity 

with Moldova and Romania required on the part of the EU and other member states, 

the importance of a tangible and realistic path to EU membership for Moldova, and 

the lessons Ireland can learn from the experiences of Moldova and Romania in 

terms of its own humanitarian response. 

The situation on the ground in Romania and Moldova changes at a rapid pace, and 

even since the visit the situation has changed in a worrying way. The Committee 
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engaged with the Ambassadors of Moldova and Romania on 27th April following the 

visit and discussed developments on the ground. The Committee has noted reports 

of security incidents in the Transnistria region in Moldova and reports of missile 

strikes in Odesa in Ukraine in recent days. The Committee is keenly aware that 

these developments put Moldova in a very vulnerable position. 

More positively, since the visit, Moldova has completed its initial questionnaire as a 

part of its EU application process. The Ambassador of Moldova informed the 

Committee that Moldova hopes to be granted candidate status at the June European 

Council. The Committee was also informed by the Ambassador of Romania that 

support to Moldova is one of the areas of cooperation to be discussed in upcoming 

bilateral engagements between Ireland and Romania such as visits to Dublin from 

Ministers and parliamentary delegations. 

As Committee Cathaoirleach and as one of the members of the travelling delegation, 

I would like to extend my thanks to all of those who met the delegation in Moldova and 

Romania for their openness and valuable perspectives and insights. I would also like 

to thank the Ambassador of Ireland to Romania and Moldova, H.E. Mr Paul McGarry, 

and the Honorary Consul of Ireland to Moldova, Dr Suzanne O’Connell, and their 

respective teams, for their support to the delegation in developing a programme and 

supporting the delegation on the ground during the visit. 

 

         
Joe McHugh, TD 
Cathaoirleach 
Joint Committee on EU Affairs 
May 2022 
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Introduction 

The Work Programme of the Joint Committee on European Union Affairs decided to 

examine the Key challenges facing the Union (section 4.2), including migration and 

asylum issues, security and defence issues, Climate Action (including the Green 

New Deal) and the EU economy. The invasion of Ukraine by Russia has precipitated 

a major response on the part of the EU, and impacts upon a broad range of EU 

policy areas including those listed for priority consideration by the Committee.  

In this regard, the Committee has committed to ongoing examination of the EU 

response to the invasion of Ukraine by Russia. As a part of this examination, the 

Committee decided to send a delegation on a fact-finding trip to Moldova and 

Romania, two states at the forefront of the humanitarian response to the invasion. 

Moldova has applied for EU membership and is serving as a critical staging post for 

refugees who transit onwards to EU member states. Romania is a destination for 

refugees crossing its border with Ukraine, in addition to refugees entering via 

Moldova. 

The trip encompassed visits to border crossings and refugee centres to see first-

hand the humanitarian response to the invasion, as well as meetings with 

representatives of national and local authorities and NGOs in Moldova and Romania 

to learn more about the responses in these states. 

The delegation consisted of Deputy Joe McHugh (Cathaoirleach), Deputy Brendan 

Howlin (Leas-Chathaoirleach), Deputy John Brady, and Senator Regina Doherty. 

The delegation was accompanied by Mr Darren Kelly, Policy Advisor to the Joint 

Committee on European Union Affairs, H.E. Mr Paul McGarry, Ambassador of 

Ireland to Romania and Moldova, and while in Moldova was accompanied by Dr 

Suzanne O’Connell, Honorary Consul of Ireland to Moldova. 

The delegation would like to thank the Ambassador of Ireland to Romania and 

Moldova H.E. Mr Paul McGarry, the Honorary Consul of Ireland to Moldova Dr 

Suzanne O’Connell, and their respective teams including Mr Eoin Egan, Mr Teo 

Borş, Mr Stelian Murariu, Ms. Anamaria Suciu, Ms. Miruna Brolla, Ms. Adriana 

Enache, and Mr Iurie Grosu for their support in developing a programme and 

supporting the delegation on-site in Moldova and Romania. 
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The delegation would also like to thank those who met the Committee for their time, 

openness and expertise, whose insights were critical to the delegations developing 

their understanding of the situation on the ground and adopting the conclusions 

outlined in this report.  

Conclusions 

The delegation was taken by the professionalism and generosity displayed in 

Moldova and Romania by local and national authorities, NGOs, volunteers, and 

members of the public in responding to the humanitarian crisis caused by the 

Russian invasion of Ukraine. While the response to date has been of an extremely 

high standard, the delegation is concerned that in the event of fighting spreading to 

Odesa, Moldova and Romania will be vulnerable to much larger numbers of refugees 

than have been experienced to date, and with more complex needs than initial 

waves of refugees. 

Additionally, the delegation is concerned that Moldova and Romania will need 

additional support in order to meet the longer-term needs of refugees that are 

remaining in the state. 

The delegation is also of the opinion that the experiences of Moldova and Romania 

provide a valuable learning opportunity for Ireland in terms of contingency planning 

for the possibility of surges in numbers of refugees entering the state. 

The delegation has noted the following conclusions: 

1. The delegation welcomes the support of goods-in-kind provided to Moldova to 

date, however, this support should also include direct financial assistance to 

the Moldovan government, in order to manage the longer-term complex care 

needs of refugees such as oncology. 

2. The delegation welcomes the commitment of Ireland to take 500 refugees 

from Moldova. This process should be completed as soon as possible. 

3. The delegation supports the EU accession prospects of Moldova, and 

Moldova should be offered a tangible and realistic path towards EU 

membership. 
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4. The delegation commends the efforts of border authorities in both Moldova 

and Romania in managing inflows of refugees so far, as well as the efforts of 

local and national authorities and NGOs in providing services and 

accommodation to refugees. In the event of a future surge in numbers of 

refugees entering these states, Moldova and Romania will require a greater 

level of assistance and solidarity to help manage the humanitarian crisis and 

support those displaced by the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Ireland and the 

EU must step up their assistance, both in terms of financial support and in 

accommodation and resettlement of refugees. 

5. The delegation is heartened by the generosity and offers of support from 

members of the public. However, the delegation considers that this support 

should be provided on a structured basis with adequate vetting of those 

offering transport and accommodation, as a means of protecting refugees 

from the risk of human trafficking. 

6. The delegation is concerned at reports that Romania has been instructed to 

exhaust existing cohesion funding before being considered for financial 

assistance in managing its humanitarian response to the war. The delegation 

believes that emergency financial assistance distinct from existing cohesion 

funding should be available to the member states most affected by the war. 

7. The delegation believes that the experience of Moldova and Romania offers 

lessons to Ireland in its contingency planning for the possibility of future 

surges in the number of refugees entering the state. Some of the issues to 

consider include: the distinction between short-term emergency reception and 

triage, and longer-term protection and inclusion; public health screening for 

conditions such as Polio and Dysentery; protection of unaccompanied minors 

and other vulnerable categories of refugees; coordination and governance of 

services provided by a broad range of authorities, agencies and NGOs; 

provision of complex care needs; and clear communication to the wider public 

on the humanitarian efforts. 
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Summary of Engagements 

Meeting with Moldovan Health Minister, Ms Ala Nemerenco 
The delegation met Minister Nemerenco and her staff at the Ministry for Health. 

Minister Nemerenco outlined to the delegation the scale of the challenges facing 

Moldova due to the refugee crisis: with a population of approximately 3 million and 

one of the lowest GDPs in Europe, Moldova has experienced refugee inflows of 

370,000, 100,000 of whom are staying in Moldova; and these difficulties have been 

compounded by energy price and supply issues. 

Minister Nemerenco outlined that of the 100,000 refugees remaining in Moldova, 

fewer than 5% are staying in refugee centres and others are staying in host 

households. Many of those remaining in Moldova are doing so in order to remain 

close to the border in the event it becomes possible to safely return to Ukraine in the 

short term.   

Minister Nemerenco outlined some of the public health challenges presented and 

measures taken since the invasion. In the early stages of the war 30,000 people a 

day entered Moldova, some of whom had immediate health care needs to be met, 

and required testing for Covid-19. As the war has progressed, the public health 

challenges currently being faced include provision of care to those with more 

complex needs such as oncology services and treatment of chronic diseases, issues 

around access to medical records including Covid-19 vaccine records, provision of 

suitable longer-term accommodation, and contingency planning for larger flows of 

refugees if the conflict spreads to Odesa. 

Minister Nemerenco outlined that Moldova had received support from international 

partners such as equipment and goods, however funds were also needed. 

Meeting with Moldovan Parliament Committee on Foreign Affairs 
and European Integration, and Moldovan Parliamentary Friendship 
Group with Ireland 
The delegation met members of the Moldovan Parliament Committee on Foreign 

Affairs and European Integration, chaired by Mr Ion Groza, and the Parliamentary 

Friendship Group with Ireland, chaired by Mr Ion Şpac. Mr Groza outlined the current 
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political context in Moldova, whose current government is supportive of EU 

membership while dealing with the “triple crisis” of the pandemic, the invasion of 

Ukraine, and energy supply. Mr Şpac outlined that while there is economic 

discrepancy between Moldova and the EU, he hoped for a better future for Moldova, 

and mentioned cybersecurity as a challenge. 

The delegation and members of the Committee and friendship group discussed 

issues such as Moldova’s path to EU integration, the challenges being faced on the 

ground in Moldova’s humanitarian response to the invasion, Ireland’s experience as 

a small EU member state that has experienced significant economic growth during 

its membership, the potential for greater trade and investment links between Ireland 

and Moldova including greater travel connections, cybersecurity, progress on talks 

regarding the status of Transnistria, the need for economic and public administration 

reforms in Moldova, and energy supply. 

Meeting with Moldovan State Secretary for EU Affairs, Mr. Vladimir 
Cuc 
The delegation met with State Secretary Cuc at the Moldovan Ministry for Foreign 

Affairs, and discussed issues including the impacts to Moldova of the war in Ukraine, 

Moldova’s EU membership, and Moldovan attitudes towards neutrality.  

The State Secretary outlined to the delegation that while fighting at the moment 

seems to be focussed in the east of Ukraine, Odesa remains a major point of interest 

for Moldova. The State Secretary outlined the Moldovan approach to disinformation 

and propaganda – while Moldova has some powers relating to regulation of political 

broadcasts, it also promotes education of critical thinking skills and independent 

media.  

The State Secretary outlined to the delegation that the next step in its EU application 

membership was submission of a questionnaire by the European Commission, and 

that Moldova was hoping for the possibility of a simplified questionnaire process 

completed on an accelerated basis. The State Secretary and the delegation 

discussed progress on talks regarding the status of Transnistria. The State Secretary 

outlined that EU integration meshes in well with the domestic elements of the current 
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government’s electoral mandate, and that EU support for Moldova’s response to the 

war in Ukraine is a mobilising factor for public support for EU integration in Moldova. 

The State Secretary outlined that support for neutrality has remained constant at 

around 50%, and that support for NATO membership is at around 20%. 

Visit to Moldexpo Refugee Centre 
The delegation visited the Moldexpo Refugee Centre in Chisinau, meeting with the 

UNHCR official Ms. Francesca Bonelli along with staff and volunteers from the 

Centre. 

The delegation was briefed on the work that goes on at the centre, including 

registration for cash-based assistance, provision of accommodation, meals and 

healthcare services, and the Blue Dot initiative that supports child refugees. 

The delegation also saw the facilities available to refugees at the Centre, spoke to 

refugees about their experiences, and played games with some of the children at the 

centre. On foot of this visit, and noting the importance of play and recreation to the 

children staying at the centre, Committee Cathaoirleach Deputy Joe McHugh made 

representations to UEFA to arrange for the supply of footballs to the centre. 

Meeting with Head of the EU Delegation to Moldova, H.E. M Jānus 
Mažeiks 
The delegation met with H.E. Mr Mažeiks at the Café Europe facility in Chisinau. Mr 

Mažeiks outlined to the delegation the political situation regarding Moldova and its 

relationship with the EU, noting that the pro-EU orientation of the current government 

presented a historic opportunity for reform and closer integration, and noted the 

welcome reforms underway to the Moldovan judiciary, and that the process for a 

Commission opinion on Moldovan membership could be defined quite quickly. 

Mr Mažeiks also outlined the challenges currently being faced by Moldova, including 

the status of Transnistria, debt owed to Gazprom, and energy supply. In regard to 

the humanitarian response to the war in Ukraine, Mr Mažeiks also outlined that while 

Moldova has managed the response well, it is undertaking preparations for surge 
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capacity in the event fighting spreads to Odesa, and that a second wave of refugees 

arriving may have more complex needs than what has been experienced so far. 

Meeting with Delegates from Plan International 
The delegation met in an informal setting with representatives from Plan 

International, including Irish representatives recently assigned to Moldova. The 

delegation discussed issues including the importance of a structured approach to the 

provision of services to refugees with adequate vetting and safeguarding against the 

risk of human trafficking. 

Visit to Moldova-Ukraine border crossing at Palanca 
The delegation visited the border crossing post between Moldova and Ukraine at 

Palanca. The delegation was briefed by representatives from the border authorities 

on the number of border crossings taking place currently, triage arrangements upon 

crossing the border, and preparations for surge capacity in the event of another 

wave of refugees. The delegation also met representatives of Frontex recently 

deployed to Moldova and spoke to Ukrainians crossing the border about their 

experiences. 

The delegation heard that border crossings have fallen to 2,000 a day from a peak of 

12,000. However, it is projected that in the event of fighting spreading to Odesa, 

border crossings could surge to upto 100,000 a day. 

Visit to Romania-Ukraine border crossing and refugee 
accommodation centre at Siret 
The delegation visited the border crossing between Romania and Ukraine at Siret, 

accompanied by vice-prefect of the local authority in Suceava County. The 

delegation was briefed by representatives from the border authorities led by Col. 

Marius Dogea on the number of border crossings taking place currently, triage 

arrangements upon crossing the border, and preparations for surge capacity in the 

event of another wave of refugees. The delegation also met representatives of 

NGOs and voluntary organisations providing services to refugees on arrival in 

Romania. 
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The delegation heard that 212,000 people have entered Romania via the Siret 

crossing, 170,000 of whom were mothers with children. Currently around 2,000 are 

entering Siret each day, down from a peak of 6,000. If fighting spreads to Odesa, it is 

projected that Siret will experience a surge to 50-60,000 crossings a day. 

The delegation also visited the nearby short-term accommodation centre for 

refugees established on a sports field, which has hosted 3,700 people since the war 

began. The delegation was briefed on the operations and services provided at the 

centre. 

Visit to humanitarian aid hub at Suceava 
The delegation visited a humanitarian aid hub at the airport in Suceava. The 

delegation was briefed on operations at the hub, and observed unloading of a 

delivery of goods from Slovenia provided under the EU Civil Protection Mechanism. 

Meeting with Romanian Senate and Romanian Chamber of Deputies 
Committees on EU Affairs 
The delegation visited the seat of the Romanian Parliament to meet with members of 

the Senate Committee on EU Affairs, chaired by Mr Angel Tilvăr, and the Chamber 

of Deputies Committee on EU Affairs, chaired by Mr Ştefan Muşoiu. 

The delegation discussed with the Committee members issues including the 

Romanian diaspora in Ireland, Romania’s position on the front line of the current 

humanitarian crisis, Romania’s position in the EU and aspirations to join the 

Schengen Zone, Romania’s role in supporting Moldova, the role of the EU in 

supporting Romania, security in Europe, and collecting evidence of Russian violence 

for a potential case at the ICC. The delegation expressed their solidarity with 

Romania and both sides expressed the importance of close relations between 

Ireland and Romania. 

Meeting with Head of UNHCR Romania, Mr Pablo Zapata 
The delegation met with Mr Zapata, Head of UNHCR in Romania, along with a 

UNHCR official from Ireland recently assigned to Romania, Ms. Saorlaith Ní Bhroin, 
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at the UN House in Bucharest. Mr Zapata briefed the Committee on the role of the 

UNHCR in supporting the humanitarian response in Romania to the war in Ukraine.  

Mr Zapata outlined to the delegation that Romania had coordinated an interagency 

response structured through a number of working groups, and was currently 

reprofiling the services available and planning for a long-term basis. Mr Zapata noted 

that a new round of funding would be required after two months. 

The delegation and Mr Zapata discussed some of the issues encountered in 

responding to the humanitarian emergency. These issues included differentiating 

between immediate needs upon arrival and long-term needs including settlement 

and integration; the provision of cash-based intervention, the importance of a 

common standard of services across all member states receiving refugees to 

eliminate “pull factors” to certain countries; and the protection of unaccompanied 

minors and other vulnerable categories of refugees, which is decentralised in 

Romania to local authorities. 

The delegation discussed how to leverage opportunities to integrate refugees into 

the labour market, noting that Romania requires 100,000 workers a year and has 

shortages in sectors such as childcare. The delegation discussed the possibility of 

provision of online language classes, and using translation apps as an alternative to 

interpreters where refugees are accessing services. 

The delegation also discussed the role of communications with the general public. 

Mr Zapata outlined that while there has been an initial outpouring of good will and 

generosity, continuing promoting a public message of welcome to refugees and 

setting realistic expectations of what efforts are needed will become more important 

as the situation continues and the population experiences crisis fatigue. 

Meeting with Romanian Deputy Minister for Strategic Issues, Mr 
Iulian Fota 
The delegation met with Minister Fota along with officials at the Romanian Ministry 

for Foreign Affairs in Bucharest. Minister Fota outlined to the delegation that future 

relations between Russia and Romania are in doubt, and that the war in Ukraine is 

Romania’s most serious crisis since the fall of Communism. Minister Fota outlined 
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that warnings on Russian aggression had not been taken seriously, and that it was a 

mistake not to react more strongly to the annexation of Crimea in 2014. 

The delegation also discussed with Minister Fota issues including the geopolitics of 

the Black Sea, the importance to Romania of NATO and EU membership, the need 

for a coordinated response to Russian breaches of diplomatic norms, and the EU 

accession prospects for Moldova, Ukraine and Georgia. 

Meeting with State Counsellor, Ms Mădălina Turza 
The delegation met State Counsellor Turza and an official from her office at the 

offices of the Romanian Prime Minister in Bucharest. The State Counsellor 

discussed with the delegation her role as coordinator for the refugee crisis.  

The State Counsellor outlined that Romania has been on the front line of the 

humanitarian response from the beginning of the invasion, and that the government 

set up a number of working groups for the initial stage of the crisis. These working 

groups cover six sectoral areas: health, education, labour, housing, vulnerables, and 

children.  

 The crisis has moved to a new stage where the challenge shifts to one of inclusion 

and protection, and the government is dealing with issues such as managing the 

provision of services to passport-holding refugees that entered the state as tourists 

rather than asylum seekers, accelerating reforms in regards to social services and 

deinstitutionalisation of social care, public health challenges associated with wider 

rates of polio and dysentery among the Ukrainian population than the Romanian 

population, and provision of services to those with complex care needs such as 

disabled persons.  

The State Counsellor also discussed with the delegation the EU support available – 

Romania has received support through the Civil Support Mechanism and EASO 

Mechanism, however Romania must exhaust existing cohesion funding before 

financial assistance can be provided. The cost of dealing with the refugee crisis to 

date in Romania was estimated at between €500-600 million. 
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Visit to Romexpo Refugee Centre 
The delegation visited the Romexpo Refugee Centre in Bucharest and was briefed 

by Cosmina Simiean Nicolescu, DG of General Department for Social Assistance. 

The delegation was informed that this was a “last resort” refugee centre, where 

emergency accommodation could be stood up at short notice in the event of a 

sudden surge of border crossings. In addition to making preparations for that 

scenario, the centre was providing services to refugees including a free supermarket, 

provision of hot drinks and meals, and mother and baby facilities.  
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Appendix I: Committee Terms of Reference 

(1) Go gceapfar Roghchoiste, dá 
ngairfear an Roghchoiste um 
Ghnóthaí Eorpacha, ar a mbeidh 9 
gcomhalta de Dháil Éireann, chun 
breithniú a dhéanamh ar cibé nithe a 
éiríonn— 

 
(1) That a Select Committee, which 

shall be called the Select 
Committee on European Union 
Affairs, consisting of 9 members of 
Dáil Éireann, be appointed to 
consider such matters arising 
from— 

 
(a) as ballraíocht na hÉireann san 

Aontas Eorpach, agus 

  
(a) Ireland’s membership of the 

European Union, and 
 

(b) as Éirinn do chloí leis an 
gConradh ar an Aontas Eorpach 
agus leis an gConradh ar 
Fheidhmiú an Aontais Eorpaigh, 

  
(b) Ireland’s adherence to the 

Treaty on European Union and 
the Treaty on the Functioning of 
the European Union, 

 
a roghnóidh sé agus nach bhfuil 
tarchurtha chuig aon Choiste eile. 

  
as it may select and which are not 
referred to any other Committee. 

(2) Gan dochar do ghinearáltacht mhír 
(1), breithneoidh an Roghchoiste— 

 
(2) Without prejudice to the generality 

of paragraph (1), the Select 
Committee shall consider such— 

 
(a) cibé Billí a bpléann an Roinn 

Gnóthaí Eachtracha agus an 
Roinn Cosanta leis an dlí 
reachtach ina leith, 

  
(a) Bills the statute law in respect of 

which is dealt with by the 
Department of Foreign Affairs 
and the Department of 
Defence, 

 
(b) cibé tograí a bheidh in aon 

tairiscint, lena n-áirítear aon 
tairiscint de réir bhrí Bhuan-Ordú 
220, agus 

  
(b) proposals contained in any 

motion, including any motion 
within the meaning of Standing 
Order 220, and 

 
(c) cibé nithe eile, 

  
(c) other matters, 

 
a tharchuirfidh an Dáil chuige. 

  
as shall be referred to it by the Dáil. 
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(3) Beidh an tAire Gnóthaí Eachtracha 
(nó comhalta den Rialtas nó Aire Stáit 
a ainmneofar chun gníomhú ina áit nó 
ina háit chun na críche sin), ina 
chomhalta nó ina comhalta ex officio 
den Roghchoiste chun na nithe atá 
leagtha amach i mír (2)(a) agus (b) a 
bhreithniú agus beidh sé nó sí i 
dteideal vótáil in imeachtaí an 
Roghchoiste. 

 
(3) The Minister for Foreign Affairs (or a 

member of the Government or 
Minister of State nominated to act in 
his or her stead for that purpose) 
shall be an ex officio member of the 
Select Committee for the purpose of 
consideration of the matters 
outlined at paragraph (2)(a) and (b) 
and shall be entitled to vote in 
Select Committee proceedings. 

(4) Beidh ag an Roghchoiste na 
cumhachtaí a mhínítear i mBuan-
Ordú 96, seachas míreanna (6) go 
(10). 

 
(4) The Select Committee shall have 

the powers defined in Standing 
Order 96, other than paragraphs (6) 
to (10). 

(5) Déanfar an Roghchoiste a 
chomhcheangal le Roghchoiste arna 
cheapadh ag Seanad Éireann chun 
bheith ina Chomhchoiste um 
Ghnóthaí Eorpacha, agus, gan 
dochar do ghinearáltacht mhír (1), 
déanfaidh an Roghchoiste an méid 
seo a leanas a bhreithniú— 

 
(5) The Select Committee shall be 

joined with a Select Committee 
appointed by Seanad Éireann, to 
form the Joint Committee on 
European Union Affairs, which, 
without prejudice to the generality of 
paragraph (1), shall consider— 

 
(a) doiciméid phleanála 

straitéiseacha an Choimisiúin 
Eorpaigh lena n-áirítear Clár 
Oibre an Choimisiúin, 
 

  
(a) the European Commission’s 

strategic planning documents 
including the Commission Work 
Programme, 

 
(b) forbairtí beartais tras-earnála ag 

leibhéal an Aontais Eorpaigh, 

  
(b) cross-sectoral policy 

developments at European 
Union level, 

 
(c) nithe a liostaítear lena mbreithniú 

ar an gclár gnó i gcomhair 
cruinnithe de Chomhairle (Airí) 
Gnóthaí Ginearálta an Aontais 
Eorpaigh agus toradh cruinnithe 
den sórt sin. 

  
(c) matters listed for consideration 

on the agenda for meetings of 
the General Affairs Council (of 
Ministers) of the European 
Union and the outcome of such 
meetings, 

 
(d) cibé rialacháin faoi Achtanna na 

gComhphobal Eorpach, 1972 go 
2009 agus ionstraimí eile arna 
ndéanamh faoi reacht agus is gá 
de dhroim na n-oibleagáidí a 
ghabhann le ballraíocht san 

  
(d) such regulations under the 

European Communities Acts 
1972 to 2009 and other 
instruments made under statute 
and necessitated by the 
obligations of membership of 
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the General Affairs Council (of 
Ministers) of the European 
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Aontas Eorpach a roghnóidh an 
Coiste, 

the European Union as the 
Committee may select, 

 
(e) fógraí arna dtarchur ag an Dáil 

faoi Bhuan-Ordú 134(1)(a), 

  
(e) notifications referred by the Dáil 

under Standing Order 
134(1)(a), 

 
(f) fógraí i dtaobh tograí chun na 

Conarthaí a fuarthas ón 
gComhairle Eorpach de bhun 
Airteagal 48.2 den Chonradh ar 
an Aontas Eorpach a leasú, 

  
(f) notifications of proposals for the 

amendment of the Treaties 
received from the European 
Council pursuant to Article 48.2 
of the Treaty on European 
Union,  

 
(g) fógraí i dtaobh iarratais ar 

bhallraíocht san Aontas Eorpach 
a fuarthas ón gComhairle 
Eorpach de bhun Airteagal 49 
den Chonradh ar an Aontas 
Eorpach, agus 

  
(g) notifications of applications for 

membership of the European 
Union received from the 
European Council pursuant to 
Article 49 of the Treaty on 
European Union, and  

 
(h) cibé nithe eile a tharchuirfidh an 

Dáil chuige ó am go ham. 

  
(h) such other matters as may be 

referred to it by the Dáil from 
time to time. 

(6) Tabharfaidh an Comhchoiste 
tuarascáil do dhá Theach an 
Oireachtais ar oibriú Acht an Aontais 
Eorpaigh (Grinnscrúdú), 2002. 

 
(6) The Joint Committee shall report to 

both Houses of the Oireachtas on 
the operation of the European Union 
(Scrutiny) Act 2002. 

(7) Beidh ag an gComhchoiste na 
cumhachtaí a mhínítear i mBuan-
Ordú 96, 133 agus 135 agus beidh 
aige an chumhacht chun moltaí a chur 
faoi bhráid an Aire Gnóthaí 
Eachtracha (nó faoi bhráid Aire Stáit) 
i dtaobh nithe a bhaineann leis an 
Aontas Eorpach. 

 
(7) The Joint Committee shall have the 

powers defined in Standing Order 
96, 133 and 135 and shall have the 
power to make recommendations to 
the Minister for Foreign Affairs (or 
Minister of State) on European 
Union matters. 

(8) Féadfaidh na daoine seo a leanas 
freastal ar chruinnithe den 
Chomhchoiste agus páirt a ghlacadh 
in imeachtaí gan ceart vótála a bheith 

 
(8) The following may attend meetings 

of the Joint Committee and take part 
in proceedings without having a 
right to vote or to move motions and 
amendments: 
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acu ná ceart tairiscintí a dhéanamh ná 
leasuithe a thairiscint: 

 
(a) Comhaltaí de Pharlaimint na 

hEorpa arna dtoghadh ó 
thoghcheantair in Éirinn, 

  
(a) Members of the European 

Parliament elected from 
constituencies in Ireland,  

 
(b) Comhaltaí de thoscaireacht na 

hÉireann chuig Tionól 
Parlaiminteach Chomhairle na 
hEorpa, agus 

  
(b) Members of the Irish delegation 

to the Parliamentary Assembly 
of the Council of Europe, and 

 
(c) ar chuireadh a fháil ón gCoiste, 

Comhaltaí eile de Pharlaimint na 
hEorpa. 

  
(c) at the invitation of the 

Committee, other Members of 
the European Parliament. 

(9) Déanfaidh an Comhchoiste 
ionadaíocht do dhá Theach an 
Oireachtais ag Comhdháil na gCoistí 
um Ghnóthaí Comhphobail agus 
Eorpacha de chuid Pharlaimintí an 
Aontais Eorpaigh (COSAC) agus 
tabharfaidh sé tuarascáil ar an 
gcéanna do dhá Theach an 
Oireachtais. 

 
(9) The Joint Committee shall represent 

both Houses of the Oireachtas at 
the Conference of Community and 
European Affairs Committees of 
Parliaments of the European Union 
(COSAC) and shall report to both 
Houses of the Oireachtas thereon. 

(10) Beidh Cathaoirleach Roghchoiste na 
Dála ina Chathaoirleach nó ina 
Cathaoirleach ar an gComhchoiste 
freisin. 

 
(10) The Chairman of the Dáil Select 

Committee shall also be the 
Chairman of the Joint Committee. 
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